Current Affairs – UPSC CSE Target Prelims 2019

By: Santosh Kumar
(Shubhra Ranjan IAS Study)
How To Prepare For Current Affairs

- Keep CA in sync with Static Portion (Basics of the subject)
- Cover CA of Last 1 year thoroughly
- Cover CA (Important Topics only) Of Last 3 Years
- Attempt Objective Tests
FORMAT OF OUR CLASSES

Static Portion
Self-Study Assignments

Current Affairs
Detailed Class Discussion

Integrated Weekly Tests
Sources To Be Covered

Newspapers (Hindu, IE, Mint)

PIB, Yojana and Kurukshetra

Budget

Frontline, Ministry Websites

Science Reporter and Down to Earth

India Year Book
Flow of the topics

- Polity & IR
- Governance (Schemes)
- S&T, EB&CC
- Economy
- History, Culture, Geography
- Miscellaneous (Defence, Disaster, updates)
Other Details of the Program

Schedule:
✓ Classes Every Saturday and Sunday
✓ Timings: 10:30 am – 2 pm
✓ Extra – classes if required
✓ Duration: 16th Feb - 12th May

Fee Structure:
✓ Rs 10,000 (For Pre Only Batch)
✓ Rs 15,000 (For Pre-Cum Mains Batch)

Online mode also available
Admission Process:

• Visit: http://shubhraranjan.com/
• Log in using Gmail
• Target Prelims 2019 –> Current Affairs Target Prelims 2019
Demo Videos
From 2018 Program

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V-usI6WK-W4&t=7860s
(Biodiversity)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EZ_HxRPr1AM&t=12154s
(Economy)